New Employment Opportunity –

**Position:** Entry Level or Better Structural Engineer & Draftsperson  
**Location:** Atascadero, California (20 Minutes North of San Luis Obispo)  
**Availability:** On or after January 1, 2020 – Available Until Filled  
**Pay:** Competitive Hourly Pay Based on Experience

MSD Professional Engineering Inc. is a small design firm on the Central Coast that provides engineering services ranging from localized foundation failure analysis to structural design for sprawling vineyard estates and beachfront custom homes. **MSD Professional Engineering Inc.** is looking for someone enthusiastic to work and live on the Central Coast to join the firm and become a valuable member of the team.

**Position Summary:**
Looking for a part-time to full-time engineer to draft structural construction plans and details based on design drawings and sketches produced by the principal design engineer. Train under the principal design engineer to develop an understanding and proficiency with the structural engineering design process and grow into job responsibilities including structural engineering analysis and project management.

**Desired Qualifications:**
- B.S. in Architectural/Structural Engineering (or demonstrate substantial proficiency in skills required)  
- Experience and proficiency with CAD drafting and preparation of structural plans and details  
- Proficiency with MS Excel and structural analysis software  
- Familiarity with current building codes and related standards  
- EIT Certification (minimum)

**Where to Apply:**
- Send resume and cover letter to Nick McClure at nick@msdpe.com.  
- Visit the company website at www.msdpe.com.